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Execuve Summary
This report presents the processes of materials development and the results of an impact evaluaon of the
Mind The Gap study guide series in 2012 in South Africa. Phase one of this intervenon produced study
guides for Accounng, Economics, Geography and Life Sciences in two languages (English and Afrikaans).
This intervenon is an innovave aempt by the Department of Basic Educaon to improve the academic
performance of Grade 12 candidates in the Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate examinaon. The Mind the Gap
series idenﬁes the core knowledge and skills that learners need to pass and addresses the concepts that
are most frequently incorrect, by means of an analysis of learners’ examinaon responses, as captured in
the examiners’ Diagnosc Report on Learner Performance (2011). The Mind the Gap study guide series
is designed to assist those learners who have been underperforming due to the lack of exposure to the
content requirements of the curriculum. The series aims to ‘Mind the Gap’ between failing and passing, by
bridging-the-gap in learners’ understanding of core subject knowledge. The ‘gap’, therefore, refers to the
typical errors produced in a subject which prevent learners from making progress.
All texts are shaped by social condions that inform the processes of producon. For Mind the Gap this
involved ﬁnding ways of deparng from ordinary publishing processes and producon cycles in the interests
of me: the team only had four months to originate, produce, print and distribute the four subject study
guides in two languages. It is argued that the re-engineering of the materials development processes of
producon proved to be signiﬁcant and created the condions for ordinary innovaon to ﬂourish.
In sum, the Mind the Gap approach to ordinary innovaon in educaon (Watson et al. 2013) provides four
primary lenses: equality, respect, recepvity and creavity. These four components were simultaneouly held
in dialogic space and supported by the ten behaviours of a thinking environment, which in turn propelled
the Mind the Gap writers to respect each others’ experse and to reach the limits of their own knowing
both individually and as a group. In this sense, they allowed the social pracces of ordinary innovaon to
disrupt their assumpons and prepare them to be recepve to the knowledge of their peers (referred to
as expert readers), including teachers who understood the social condions contribung toward learners’
weak performance. The expert readers brought their own knowledge: discursive, tacit and aﬀecve to bear
on the revisions they proposed be made to the ﬁrst dra of each of the manuscripts. The content writers
were then beer able to creavely reformulate their understanding of what constutes core knowledge
and skills in succinct, explicit and clear ways for learners to more easily absorb. The representaon of the
writers ideas was also creavely supported by the aesthec know-how of the producon team. A visual
depicon of the components of ordinary innovaon and the premises informing the theory of change
underpinning the materials development processes and the impact evaluaon are presented in a composite
diagram below.
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8. The impact evaluation of the study
guides using a randomised experiment
informs our understanding of the
materials as a resource for improving
learner performance.

6. Afrikaans translators of the guides
are able to competently avoid losing
meaning and mediation in their
reception of adaptation processes.
.
7. The study guides are self-study,
stand alone support for underperforming learners; and can be
accessed from direct distribution
through schools and / or downloaded
from the national department’s website:
http://www.education.gov.za.

5. Content writers and production team
creatively collaborate to articulate and
present accessible core knowledge
and skills to learners.

4. Expert readers draw on their expertise
and experience to revise the study
guides; content writers acknowledge
the limits of their knowing and are
receptive to input from subject-peers.

3. Heterogeneous groups of professionals
with specialist knowledge and
experience collaborate to produce and
synthesise core knowledge in a dialogic
space and in concentrated time frames.

2. Synchronistic processes of all
knowledge workers − writing, designing,
editing and illustration.

1. Diagnostic assessments of
learner performance.

Theory of Change
informing the materials
development process

Mind the Gap:
An Example of Ordinary Innovation in Education

Diagram 1: Mind the Gap: An example of ordinary innovaon in educaon

8. The results of the impact evaluation
inform the systemic planning of
interventions designed to improve
learner performance.

7. The impact of the Mind the Gap study
guides is demonstrated in learners’
results from the National Senior
Certiﬁcate examinations.

6. The learners’ core knowledge and
skills are increased by the Mind the
Gap study guides as is reﬂected in
their writing of their examinations.

5. The examinations for the four subjects
Accounting, Economics, Geography
and Life Sciences are well designed.

4. Learners use Mind the Gap study
guides to prepare for the Grade 12
National Senior Certiﬁcate exams.

3. School managers distribute Mind
the Gap study guides to learners.

2. The Mind the Gap study guides are
delivered to schools.

1. A cost-effective randomised control
trial design can establish a reliable
sample set to estimate the causal
impact of the Mind the Gap study
guides.

Theory of Change
informing the impact
evaluation

The Mind The Gap study guides were developed during 2012 and were therefore not physically distributed
to all schools in the country. The province of Mpumalanga could therefore be used to conduct a randomised
control trial in which 79 schools received Mind The Gap study guides based on a computerised loery,
leaving a control group of 239 schools. Each school selected for the intervenon group received the guides
for four subjects: Accounng, Economics, Geography and Life Sciences.
This randomisaon design allows one to esmate the causal impact of the Mind The Gap study guides in each
subject. While the primary interest in this experiment was to evaluate the impact of this new government
programme, it also has bearing on several other interesng research quesons. Can a relavely cheap
support material that is not mediated by a teacher improve performance in the NSC exam? Is the impact of
study guides the same across subjects? Can we idenfy who beneﬁts most from such an intervenon?
The main ﬁndings of the study can be summarised as follows. The Mind The Gap study guides had a clear
posive impact on performance in Geography and Life Sciences. There was, however, no observable impact
on Accounng and Economics performance. Various reasons may exist for this result: the existence of
other available material may diﬀer across subjects and this may determine the impact of new materials;
alternavely, it is possible that certain types of learning can be enhanced in a short space of me through
the use of a study guide but that other types of learning are less responsive to a short intense treatment.
There was some evidence, mainly in the case of Geography, that the impact was lower amongst seriously
underperforming schools.
Improvements in Geography and Life Sciences achievement led to an increased probability of aaining
a Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate. The expected impact of distribung Mind The Gap at scale on the naonal
matric pass rate is esmated. A simulaon using matric 2010 data indicated that 5 609 children who did
not pass matric in 2010 would have passed matric had the Geography and Life Sciences study guides been
distributed naonally. This is a substanal impact given the low cost of this intervenon compared with
many of the other educaon programmes that operate in our schools.
In an environment where monitoring and evaluaon is oen conceived of rather carelessly it is important
to emphasize that this was a rigorous impact evaluaon where the design made it possible to accurately
demonstrate the causal impact of the intervenon on learning outcomes, something that is extremely rare.
This study employs one of a variety of impact evaluaon methods that can and should be used to evaluate
DBE programmes in the future. Two things are required for measuring the causal impact of a programme:
1. A way to idenfy who received the programme and who can be used as comparable nonrecipients;
2. An outcome measure such as a test score with which to measure the impact.
Somemes one needs to collect new outcome measures but it may oen be possible to use Naonal Senior
Cerﬁcate data or the Annual Naonal Assessment data without any addional cost. Random allocaon
of an intervenon during the pilong phase solves the ﬁrst requirement in the best way making it easy to
know who received the intervenon and that the comparison group is truly comparable. However, even if
not randomly allocated, keeping a clear record of who received intervenons and when they received such
intervenons can be valuable for the purposes of conducng an impact evaluaon.
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Through a shared commitment to providing an evidence base for policy intervenons, Dr Granville While
(the Programme Chief Director), Dr Patricia Watson (Director of Mind The Gap materials development), and
the assessment, curriculum and classroom-based professionals with subject experience from provinces,
districts and schools and Dr Stephen Taylor (Evaluaon expert) collaborated to make the innovave
materials development process and the impact evaluaon of Mind The Gap possible.
This system-wide collaborave project is an example of how materials producon processes can inform our
understanding of ordinary innovaon in educaon; and how the impact of the learning materials can be
measured. Through the correct sequencing of programme roll-out a credible impact evaluaon can oen
be achieved at a low cost relave to the overall programme cost. The unit cost per study guide (reﬂecng
material development, prinng and distribuon) is esmated to be R41,82. A cost-beneﬁt analysis was
undertaken by calculang the size of the impact on learner achievement per $100 spent and comparing this
ﬁgure to other educaonal intervenons from around the world that have been tested using randomised
control trials. Mind The Gap turned out to be amongst the top ﬁve cost-eﬀecve intervenons out of 15
that were considered.
The primary conclusion of this report is that the Mind The Gap programme can be expected to signiﬁcantly
impact on the performance of matric candidates going forward. The fact that two study guides did improve
performance in Mpumalanga provides solid evidence that the innovave materials development process
can accomplish its intended purposes. The impact evaluaon thus provides a clear policy warrant for
expanding the Mind The Gap intervenon to scale, so that in 2013 all candidates registered for the four
Mind the Gap subjects in all provinces receive the study guides. This ﬁnding also supports the ongoing
development of more subjects. In 2013 the department has commied to the development of Mind
the Gap study guides for Grade 12 aligned with the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statements for
English First Addional Language, Mathemacal Literacy, Mathemacs and Physical Science. There is also
a commitment to CAPS-align the phase one tles and explore ways to support learner collaboraon and
the development of teachers’ core subject knowledge. These Mind the Gap tles will be ready for uptake
in the ﬁrst quarter of 2014.
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Introducon to the Mind the Gap Programme’s Technical Report
Parts One and Two
Although South Africa is in the nineteenth year of its democrac dispensaon, addressing the eﬀects of an
apartheid educaon system, fragmented along racial and ethnic lines and unequally resourced, is proving
to be a lengthy and challenging process.
In the years since the ﬁrst democrac elecons in 1994, there have been major policy changes in educaon
which can be divided into three broad phases: inial policy formulaon; implementaon of policy; revision
or reformulaon of policy in order to address problems idenﬁed during implementaon. Despite
important policy changes and signiﬁcant naonal investment in educaon, the results of schooling are sll
unequal across the system.
The Mind the Gap programme was conceived in 2012 by the naonal Department of Basic Educaon and
included two key intervenons. The ﬁrst was the materials development, prinng and distribuon of Grade
12 study guides in four subjects and two languages. The second was the monitoring of the delivery of
the study guides and the evaluaon of their impact using a randomised control trial to measure their
eﬀecveness. The programme measured whether or not it is possible for study guides to have a posive
impact on learner performance, without inﬂuencing instruconal or instuonal pracces.
The aim of the Mind the Gap study guides was to improve the academic performance of ‘at risk’ Grade 12
candidates in the Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate examinaons. In parcular, the study guides were intended
for uptake in 2012 in Limpopo and Eastern Cape, as both of these provinces were under the administraon
of the naonal Department of Basic Educaon. The senior management of the naonal department
recognised that these two provinces were potenally at risk of contribung to an increased boleneck in
Grade 12 in 2013 (if an inadequate number of learners failed to pass their ﬁnal Grade 12 examinaons in
2012). Contribung to the crisis in parcular in 2012, in Limpopo was the delay of textbook provisioning as
a result of provincial maladministraon; and the delays experienced by the Eastern Cape in ﬁlling vacant
teaching posts.
This report contributes to the fomulaon of a policy brief intended to inform systemic planning in educaon.
The report concludes by proposing a way forward for the Mind the Gap programme and more generally for
teacher training and development.
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1. PART ONE:
The Materials Development of the Mind the Gap Study Guides:
an Example of Ordinary Innovation in Education
1.1 Introducon to Part One
In the ﬁrst phase of the Mind the Gap programme in 2012, the study guides were developed for four
subjects: Accounng, Economics, Geography and Life Sciences and in two languages (English and Afrikaans).
It was decided not to focus on Physical Science and Mathemacs as these two subjects have been the focus
of both government, social corporate investment and non-governmental organisaons’ intervenons for
approximately ten years and it was assumed that through the Dinaledi Programme an extensive range of
learning programmes and study materials already exist. Further, while many commercially published study
guides aim to enrich and extend core content so that learners will be equipped to score high marks in
examinaons, Mind the Gap focuses on the content required to achieve a pass.
The Mind the Gap study guides are designed as self-study materials for learners who speak English as an
addional language, thus aenon is paid to mediang both specialist subject language and language in
general throughout the study guides. The developers also focused on assisng learners who have been
underperforming due to the lack of exposure to the content requirements of the curriculum for a parcular
subject. Underperformance in Grade 12 is accumulated minimally in the last three years of schooling from
Grades 10 and 11 to Grade 12. It was therefore important to idenfy the speciﬁc concepts and skills that
learners most frequently get incorrect, by means of an analysis of learner responses to examinaons,
as captured in the Naonal Diagnosc Report on Learner Performance in the Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate
examinaons. Thus the study guide series aims to ‘mind the gap’ between failing and passing, by providing
support that should enable learners to understand commonly-assessed core knowledge and skills. The
‘gap’, in this instance, refers to the knowledge and skills gap which prevents learners from making progress
in a parcular Grade 12 subject and which also prevents them from performing adequately in the Naonal
Senior Cerﬁcate examinaon.

1.2 The Context of Curriculum, Assessment and Publishing
It is signiﬁcant that the Mind the Gap programme was conceptualised and implemented in 2012, because
it is the learners enrolled for Grade 12 in the period 2012 to 2014 who have experienced a parcularly
complex curriculum history since they began schooling in Grade 1. The following graphs (prepared by
Gustafsson, 2012) provide a representaon of the three waves of curriculum change that have occurred in
South Africa since 1997 as a result of oﬃcial policy. Graph 1 indicates which curriculum regulaons applied
in parcular grades in parcular years. Graph 2 (1997 to 2013) and Graph 3 (2003 to 2019) elaborate on
the informaon in the ﬁrst graph by indicang the history of curriculum regulaons that diﬀerent groups
of learners would have experienced to date and are sll going to experience up to 2019.
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(October 2012)

An overview of the three waves of curriculum change in South Africa
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The South African schooling system places much emphasis on the the Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate examinaon
at the end of Grade 12, also known as the ﬁnal matric examinaons. Those passing this examinaon aain
a ‘Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate’ and those meeng certain higher level requirements obtain a ‘Bachelors
Pass’ which qualiﬁes one for entrance into university. The study guides target learners who just fall short of
passing matric. In this sense, ‘mind the gap’ refers to the potenal of such learners to transion from being
a scholar to pursuing life post schooling. The Mind the Gap programme did not set out to have an impact
on the performance of those learners aiming to further their studies at instuons of higher learning,
however, the impact assessment shows that this was an unexpected consequence of this intervenon.
Ordinarily, commercial publishers and not-for-proﬁt publicaon units in educaonal instuons usually
commission one or more authors with experse in both subject knowledge and pedagogy to write
curriculum material (e.g. a textbook) and suggest artwork. Contracts between authors and commercial
publishers usually spulate that authors will receive a royalty payment based on either the ne or gross
price of the publicaon. Academics working in educaonal instuons (parcularly those that specialise
in distance learning) are expected to produce materials as part of their exisng workload. It is common
for several months to be allocated for the draing of the material and iteraons of the manuscript are
informed by editorial feedback that is usually exchanged electronically between the author/s and their
content editors.
Since the introducon of Curriculum 2005, commercial publishing processes and pracces have had to be
accelerated in order to keep pace with the three waves of curriculum implementaon in the country, and
authors and producon teams have had to compress their eﬀorts into ever ghter me-frames. Once the
author/s ﬁnalises the manuscript it is handed over to a producon team where eding takes place, the
artwork brief is commissioned and responded to, picture researcher/s source photographic and archival
sources, and a designer prepares a ‘look and feel’ for the layout of the manuscript. The edited manuscript
is set according to the design template and on average three or four iteraons known as ‘proofs’ are edited
before the manuscript is print-ready and sent for duplicaon and distribuon. This linear, me-bound
publishing cycle can take anything from six months to two years. Prinng oen takes place oﬀshore and
distribuon cycles are planned at least eight months in advance of end-user requirements.
All texts are shaped by the processes of their producon and by the social condions which inﬂuence
these processes (Fairclough, 1989: 25). The Mind the Gap project had to respond to the contextual factors
described above. This began with ﬁnding ways of deparng from oridinary publishing cycles in the interests
of me: the team only had four months to originate, produce, print and distribute the four subject study
guides in two languages. It is argued that the re-engineering of the materials development processes of
producon proved to be signiﬁcant and created the condions for ordinary innovaon to ﬂourish.
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1.3 The Materials Development Process and its Theory of Change
The four Mind the Gap study guides were wrien during two residenal workshops, each three and a
half days in duraon (running from Thursday night to Sunday night) in a period of three weeks in the
month of June 2012. Aer the ﬁrst wring weekend the manuscripts were shared with expert readers
who were given a week to comment on the ﬁrst dra manuscripts and their feedback was incorporated in
the second wring weekend. This residenal approach to generang the manuscripts saved a lot of me.
The residenal workshops also included all the producon team roleplayers. The premises informing the
theory of change underpinning the Mind the Gap materials development processes are arculated below
in order of conngent dependency:
1. Diagnosc assessments of learner performance; examiner guidelines; and past examinaon
papers are available at the outset.
2. Synchronisc processes involving all the knowledge workers: writers, expert readers,
illustrators, picture researchers, editors, designers and programme administrators
cohere through the facilitaon of the content aggregator.
3. Professionals with specialist subject knowledge and system-wide experiences collaborate to
produce, revise and synthesise core knowledge and skills in a dialogic space and in
concentrated me frames.
4. Expert readers are able to draw on their discursive, tacit and aﬀecve experse and
experiences to revise the study guides and content writers are able to acknowledge the limits
of their own knowing and be recepve to the input from their subject-peers.
5. The content writers and producon team are able to creavely collaborate and synthesise
complexity so that the arculaon and representaon of core knowledge and skills is
accessible to the learners.
6. The translators of the Afrikaans versions of the study guides are able to competently avoid
losing meaning and mediaon in their recepve processes of adaptaon.
7. The Mind the Gap books provide self-study, stand alone support for underperforming learners
preparing for the exams as they are able to access the study guides through direct distribuon
to schools and/or download PDF versions from the naonal department’s website:
hp://www.educaon.gov.za.
8. The impact evaluaon of the Mind the Gap study guides using a randomised experiment
informs our understanding of materials as a resource for the improvement of learner
performance.
These conngent premises of change cohered through the components of ordinary innovaon in educaon
(Watson et al, 2013) as these components are made relevant through the re-engineering of the processes
of producing the study guides.
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1.4 The Components of Ordinary Innovaon in Educaon
The word ‘innovaon’ comes from the Lan, innovatus, meaning renewal or change; while the adjecve,
‘ordinary’ means to have no disncve features, being decidedly normal. A parcularly ordinary
characterisc of human innovaon across me, from the stone tool to the Silicon chip, is curiosity – a
strong desire to know or learn something. The knowledge workers involved in developing the Mind the Gap
guides were a parcularly heterogenous group comprised of teachers, examiners, curriculum oﬃcials and
academics with discipline experse in each of the four subjects.
The knowledge workers collecvely shared a system-wide understanding drawn from a plethora of
experiences at all levels of the administraon responsible for curriculum and assessment implementaon,
management and oversight. In addion, high school teachers whose own learners had achieved excellent
results in previous Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate examinaons were invited to join the wring teams. This
invitaon was made in order to facilitate wring for success as these teachers know what learners are
capable of achieving when learning is appropriately mediated.
The remainder of part one of this report explores the incisive question:
How did the knowledge workers involved in the development of Mind the Gap study guides
harness their curiosity and apply their know-how in innovative ways so as to assist those
learners that have been underperforming due to a lack of exposure to the core content
requirements of the Grade 12 curriculum in 2012?
An understanding of this queson is proposed in the discussion of the components of ordinary innovaon.
In sum, ordinary innovaon provides four primary lenses: equality, respect, recepvity and creavity.
These four components were simultaneouly held in dialogic space and supported by the ten behaviours of
a thinking environment, which in turn propelled the Mind the Gap writers to respect each others’ experse
and to reach the limits of their own knowing both individually and as a group. In this sense, they allowed
the social pracces of ordinary innovaon to disrupt their assumpons and prepare them to be recepve
to the knowledge of their peers (collecvely referred to as expert readers). The expert readers brought
their own knowledge: discursive, tacit and aﬀecve to bear on the revisions they proposed be made to the
ﬁrst dra of each of the manuscripts. The content writers were then beer able to creavely reformulate
their understanding of what constutes core knowledge and skills in succinct, explicit and clear ways for
learners to more easily absorb. The representaon of the writers ideas was also creavely supported by the
aesthec know-how of the producon team. A visual depicon of the components of ordinary innovaon is
presented in Diagram 2 and each of the components are discussed in more detail below.
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Diagram 2: Ordinary innovation in education

1.4.1 Ordinary innovaon and the component of equality
Collecvely, the experse in each of the wring teams well exceeded the 10 000 hours of pracce that
Malcolm Gladwell in Outliers deems necessary for innovaon to take place. Each subject-group was able to
bring their respecve professional life mes of learning, thinking, processing and problem solving to bear
on the manuscript development task, especially since they were all equally valued.
The component of equality was inially interpreted in material terms in two respects. Firstly, all of the
knowledge workers were paid at the same rate for their contribuons to the project. That is, not according
to ‘rank’ as stated as the basis for the payment of educators employed in terms of the Employment of
Educators Act, 1998 and further explicated in the Government Gazee Noce No. 30536 of 2007. Secondly,
all the writers were equally resourced as they were all provided with their own laptop and WiFi modem.
The physical layout of the space (depicted in Diagram 3) was also crucial to the component of equality.
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Diagram 3: The Mind the Gap phase 1 workshop writing space
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The Mind the Gap wring workshop space ensured that:
• All the subject wring teams worked in a common space at a hotel with a large venue. Because
the workshop was residenal, the writers were able to sustain their conversaons over meals and
in the evenings thereby maximising the me available for work;
• The content aggregator, the IT Facilitator and the three administrave support staﬀ members’
workspaces were in an alcove oﬀ to the side of the large room, but sll in the same space as the
wring and producon teams. This group were on-call 24/7 to support the wring and producon
teams;
• The producon team, located at the centre of the room, included the designer, copy editor,
illustrator and picture researcher. This team supported the writers to make decisions about
content and language, the visual representaon of content and layout that would aid learning
including font size, white space and the informaon limitaons of double page spreads;
• In the second workshop, the expert readers were invited to join the process and conveyed their
feedback to the members of each subject group individually using the ‘spin cycle’ method
(explained in more detail later in the report).
The layout of the space and its resourcing created a speciﬁc habitus (Bourdieu, 1987) and demarcated the
social structure for the writers to work in pairs, as a subject-group and as a whole group. More importantly
their interacons were informed by the ten behaviours of a thinking environment (Kline, 1999) listed below:
1. Attention: Listening with respect, interest and fascination;
2. Incisive questions: Removing assumptions that limit ideas;
3. Equality: Treating each other as thinking peers. Giving equal turns and attention, keeping
agreements and boundaries;
4. Appreciation: Practicing a five-to-one ratio of appreciation to criticism;
5. Ease: Offering freedom from rush and urgency;
6. Encouragement: Moving beyond competition;
7. Feelings: Allowing sufficient emotional release to restore thinking;
8. Information: Providing a full and accurate picture of reality;
9. Place: Creating a physical environment that says back to people, “You matter”;
10. Diversity: Adding quality because of the differences between us.
These behaviours ensured that the parcipants did not feel over-socialised or infanlised, but rather in
Fairclough’s (1989) sense, they became ‘agents’ in the process.
The component of equality not only operated on a material spaal and behavioural level, but also
symbolically where inter and intra-textual knowledge networks were acvely negoated, animang a
dialogic space. Bahkn’s (1981) dialogism maintains that enunciaon does not have meaning in itself, but
rather all meaning is negoated. This means that meaning is not given, despite the extent to which curricula
and assessment artefacts become instuonalised and carry normave authority.
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The dialogic space supported the formation of four communities of professional practice (Wenger, 1998)
and the members had to negotiate what constituted core knowledge and skills; and the aesthetics of
text-based learning. The willingness to rework what we know invites us to question the limitations of
our assumptions. This enquiry inevitably effects a change that disrupts existing relations of power. The
component of equality can assist us to negotiate this change, as it assumes we are all experts; and
equally responsible for the shared goal of ordinary innovation. In this context, the goal was to bring about
positive change in the way in which core knowledge and skills in a particular subject are represented and
made explicit for learners to consciously acquire a degree of competence before they write their final
examinations.

1.4.2 Ordinary innovaon and the component of respect
While participants in the first workshop had curricula and examination expertise, as they worked together
they began to recognise that they lacked knowledge that was vital to the success of the project because
they were unable to answer with any confidence the following incisive question:
Who are the underperforming learners and why do they find the curriculum and
examination challenging?
The Mind the Gap wring teams realised that they had reached the limits of their own knowing and now
needed to respect the experse and experiences of teachers from so called ‘underperforming’ schools, in
other words teachers who worked every day in schools in which the majority of learners had obtained poor
results in previous Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate examinaons.
The content aggregator was responsive to this knowledge gap and between workshop one and workshop
two, she recruited teachers of Accountancy, Economics, Geography and Life Sciences from a number of
schools termed ‘underperforming’ to act as expert readers of the materials draed at workshop one and
then distributed the dra material for their subject to each of them.
The dra materials for each subject were also distributed to expert-peers who the wring teams idenﬁed
as experts in their respecve knowledge domains. These experts were located at terary instuons, as
well as naonal, provincial, district and school levels of the educaon system.
It should be noted that while the term ‘underperforming’ is useful at a systemic level (e.g. for idenfying
resource needs), it is problemac when applied to teachers at schools idenﬁed as underperforming. The
content aggregator was sensive to the eﬀects of such labelling for such teachers’ professional idenes.
For the second workshop she took a ‘spin cycle approach’ so that each of the groups of expert readers
consisted of pedagogic, subject, and context experts who had experience of the challenges of weakly
performing learners at ‘underperforming’ schools. The capacity of the writers to hear the feedback of the
expert readers was informed by the component of recepvity.
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1.4.3 Ordinary innovaon and the component of recepvity
A ‘spin cycle approach’ to the constuon of groups is named for its approximaon of a washing machine’s
spin cycle during which items of clothing become entwined in one another; similarly the feedback from
the various experts is allowed to freely engage our thinking without interrupon or censorship. We allow
our mind to invite ‘chance’ and for new ideas to emerge without forcing them to assume a parcular form,
logic or purpose.
The subject writers were asked to hear the feedback from the expert readers without having to immediately
respond, defend or resolve the implicaons of the incoming feedback. This was achieved by instrucng
the wring teams to only listen with aenon: respect, interest and fascinaon; while resisng the urge
to interject, “Yes, but…” to the person giving the feedback. On reﬂecon, the subject writers found this
a very diﬃcult thing to do; they were made palpably aware of how strenuous it can be to sustain the ten
behaviours of a thinking environment.
However, the writers also acknowledged how this kind of disciplined listening made them more recepve
and sensive to the psychological demands placed on an expert reader in this context, where the social
is understood as the eﬀect of meaning (Wigenstein, 1988). An expert reader with less social status may
perceive themselves as less knowledgeable than a writer and ﬁnd it challenging to say, “I do not understand
this secon…”, for fear that s/he may reveal more about themselves than the text. The converse is also
true, a writer may be driven to defend “the secon” to disguise his/her perceived limitaons as a writer;
even though the reasons for why a secon may be inaccessible could be due to a range of factors, including
but not limited to, diagnosc fallibility, misguided assumpons about the relevance of prior knowledge or
conceptual dependency and/or ambiguous arculaon, resulng from language play, etc.
The component of recepvity is also informed by Paolo Freire’s (1972) seminal work, Pedagogy of the
Oppressed, which makes us conscious of the power relaons at work between dominant and subordinate
social actors. In this context, unequal power relaons existed between the writers and the expert readers:
the former held both epismological and social status; while the expert readers collecvely represented
the needs of the primary target audience. In other words the ‘weakly-performing’ learner could no longer
be thought of as an abstract category, because the condions informing underperformance were concretely
brought into focus.
The experts from the ‘underperforming’ schools described features of the teaching and learning contexts
in these school communies which impact negavely on learners’ success: limited resources at the schools
(e.g. the absence or minimal presence of photocopying facilies and materials; the absence of computers
and/or lack of knowledge about opmal use of computers); learners’ limited proﬁciency in the language
of learning and teaching; poverty; hunger; child-headed households; learners’ roles in income generaon
during school terms; limited or no access to space or light for studying at night. They also indicated aspects
of subject curricula which teachers also found diﬃcult to understand and/or diﬃcult to teach well.
Once the expert readers had shared all that they had to share with the writers, they le the workshop
venue and the writers shared with one another what they had heard and collecvely set about redraing
their manuscripts.
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1.4.4 Ordinary innovaon and the component of creavity
The wring teams had to adopt a creave atude of mind towards the feedback that they had received.
They had allowed their assumpons to be disrupted, their ideas thrown up in the air for recatching – so
to speak – by using the element of chance (De Bono, 1967). The component of creavity draws on the
resources of lateral thinking in so far as this allows one to see an idea from many diﬀerent points of view;
and this commitment made the writers aware of the diﬃcules that others may have in making sense of
the core knowledge and skills that they were trying to make explicit.
The component of creavity is best exempliﬁed through the many ways in which the wring teams negoated
the relaonship between content and its forms of representaon. The incisive queson organising this
process of creave engagement was:
What does it mean to lower learners’ anxiety levels and promote their engagement
with the content?
The writers explored this queson and decided to implement the following features in consultaon with
the producon team and content aggregator:
• Include more terminology – word glossaries of subject specific terms;
• Clarify the ordinary and colloquial meanings of discursively loaded words;
• Pay more attention to the language used to explain content; keep it clear and simple;
• Ensure headings give clear explicit sign posts for the content that follows;
• Use short simple sentences with literacy-friendly line length;
• Allow there to be white space on the page so that there is thinking space for the learner;
• Use diagrams, drawings and photographs to support meaning making;
• Condense content and make it easy to access through step-by-step structuring;
• Be aware of conceptual dependencies (what should you know before you can know more);
• Ensure that the scaffolding of skills is in place by using step-by-step explanations;
• Aim for self-contained double page spreads to minimise disruption to concentration;
• Answer all questions immediately, as the learners are studying under pressure and need
to know what they don’t know immediately, if they are to reformulate their understanding;
• Use devices to aid recall of content: e.g. mobile notes, spray diagrams, mind-maps, rhymes
and mnemonics;
• Script the ‘talking head’ learning companion meaningfully so that it guides, encourages,
shares helpful tips, gives reminders and exam-relevant commentary;
• Expert copy editing is essential so that no errors in the text disturb the learners’ navigation of
the content.
Each team also made speciﬁc decisions relevant to their subject. For example, in Geography the writers
made a point of substanally developing the secon on map reading and the design team decided to create
a packaging soluon that would allow this study guide to be inserted into a box that could carry three
orthophotographic maps and three linked topographical maps related to three past examinaon papers.
This was so that the learners would have access to the maps they needed to practise developing their
map reading skills.
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In Life Science, the authors decided to include a full set of biological drawings, as they realised that
inaccurate labelling was linked to inadequate access to blank, accurate representations of specific
structures such as the eye and the brain, amongst others.
In conclusion, the components of ordinary innovation created the necessary conditions for the
development of the Mind the Gap study guides. The process valued different kinds of expertise and
facilitated the contribution of each kind to the materials development process. The experts in subject
curricula, assessment, pedagogy and local conditions of learning who came together to develop the
study guides exhibited one of the key characteristics of Lave and Wenger’s (1991) community of
practice: commitment to a joint enterprise (the development of guides for self-study by learners).
However, because they all brought particular expertises to the enterprise, they were not divided along
the lines of ‘competence’ and ‘non-competence’ into the central and legitimately peripheral participants
proposed by Lave and Wenger as typical of an evolving community of practice. Instead, all were both
competent and ‘not competent’ and recognised the importance of each other’s areas of expertise to the
achievement of the enterprise. Each expert was conscious and accepting of the limitations to his or her
own knowing.
The next section explains the processes of dissemination and the extent of the print and distribution of the
study guides and the uptake of the resources through word-of-mouth advocacy and online availablity.

1.5 Monitoring the Disseminaon of the Mind the Gap Study Guides
As indicated in the introduction, the printed study guides were purposely distributed to high schools
throughout the Limpopo and Eastern Cape provinces and the impact study schools in Mpumalanga;
as well as to a small number to the writing team members. What is significant is the large number of
unsolicited requests for printed guides outside the targeted provinces and the number of web downloads,
despite the absence of publicity about Mind The Gap. The quantity of study guides downloaded from the
website between September 2012 and the beginning of March 2013 and from March to August 2013 is
remarkable.

1.5.1 Electronic downloads of the Mind the Gap study guides
There were 22 660 electronic downloads of the Mind the Gap study guides from the time they were
placed online in September until the end of October 2012, a period of approximately two months. From
the end of October 2012 to 4 March 2013, a period of three months, the downloads increased by a
further 37 126. The total number of downloads to 4 March 2013 was 59 786. The figures suggest an
increase of downloads month-by-month with a drop during the summer holiday period.
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Table 1: Electronic downloads of Mind the Gap study guides
SUBJECT

LANGUAGE

DATE UPLOADED
12 Sep 2012
12 Sep 2012
12 Sep 2012
12 Sep 2012
12 Oct 2012

DOWNLOADS
29 October 2012
5 953
3 523
4 491
7 498
1 195

DOWNLOADS
4 March 2013
11 213
8 646
13 168
18 447
4 260

Accounting
Economics
Geography
Life Sciences
Lewenswetenskappe

English
English
English
English
Afrikaans

Ekonomie
Geografie
Totals

Afrikaans
Afrikaans

12 Nov 2012
12 Nov 2012
0

No data
No data
22 660

1 773
2 279
59 786

The downloads of the Mind the Gap study guides have continued throughout the 2013 school year.
A total of 171 761 was recorded, the breakdown for these downloads per subject from the date of first
upload to 30 August 2013 by language were as follows:

Table 2: Total downloads of the four Mind the Gap study guides (English version):
Title
Accounting
Economics
Geography
Geography Maps
Life Sciences
Total

Size
8.69 MB
10.50 MB
13.35 MB
17.25 MB
6.61 MB

Number
21 589
16 081
38 816
8 782
44 002
129 270

Table 3: Total downloads of the four Mind the Gap study guides (Afrikaans version):
Title
Lewenswetenskappe
Rekeningkunde
Ekonomie
Geografie
Total

Size
10.72 MB
13.14 MB
10.36 MB
24.65 MB

Number
11 849
9 020
11 222
10 400
42 491
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1.5.2 Print and distribution of the Mind the Gap study guides
The following is a summary of the distribution figures for printed copies of Mind the Gap study guides
to the targeted provinces:
Eastern Cape:
97 691
Limpopo:
107 847
Total:
205 538
In addition, printed Mind the Gap study guides were distributed, on request, to provincial departments,
schools, other institutional spaces and to individuals as follows:
Western Cape:
20 783
Northern Cape:
945
Free State:
4 100
KwaZulu-Natal:
24 548
Schools/Other:
4 603
Individuals:
54
Other institutions e.g. Corporate:
92
National Libraries:
88
Teacher Resource Centres:
160
Total:
55 373
When the number of printed study guides distributed up to the beginning of March 2013 is added to the
web downloads to 4 March (59 786), the total distribuon achieved in approximately six months, excluding
the distribuon to the 79 impact study schools in Mpumalanga, was 320 697.
Given the lack of publicity about the ﬁrst phase of the Mind The Gap study guides, it is argued that the impressive
take-up of printed and downloaded guides beyond the targeted provinces can be aributed largely to the
championing of the guides by enthusiasc parcipants in the development process on their return to their
respecve work sites (naonal, provincial and district educaon department oﬃces, schools, teachers’ centres,
etc.). The oﬃce of the Director-General has received a signiﬁcant number of unsolicited expressions of verbam
appreciaon for the study guide of which the following are broadly representave:
“I’m a grade 12 learner living in Gauteng in Pretoria. I’m doing commercial subjects and I have been using
mind the gap study guide of economics and accounng. I found them helpful to me and my problem is
that I’m in need of the same study guide of business studies. Can u please help me please. Thank you.”
“I teach at a high school. I would like to thank u for the Mind the Gap book. It is an excellent resource for
learners who are struggling. I had 3 girls in my class last year who passed because Mr Pillay gave me
copies for them. They did not pass the whole year but managed to pass at the end of the year. Mr Pillay
asked me to pass this message to you.”
“i’m currently doing grade 12 at sebaka high school in limpopo at tzaneen. i just want to thank the
department of educaon for every contribuon you made for us! we thank the study guides provided by
you! what a nice job! god bless you. you guys are great leaders who are working for the people.”
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1.6 Evaluang the Impact of the Mind the Gap Study Guides
The evaluaon of the impact of the Mind the Gap study guides was seen as a very important part of the
programme, especially since the system required evidence on whether or not the self-study materials
were in themselves able to improve learner performance. It was a priority of senior management that
the invesgaon be well designed, especially since there has been an excess of qualitave research in
educaon that relies too heavily on narrave observaons and socio-cultural and historical forms of
reﬂecon, rather than quantave experimental forms of enquiry, typically found in disciplines such as
medicine and economics. It was with this in mind that the Mind the Gap impact evaluaon adopted a
randomised control trial research design.
The impact study took place in the province of Mpumalanga and used a computerised loery to select
the 79 schools that received the Mind The Gap study guides in all four subjects: Accounng, Economics,
Geography and Life Sciences. The naonal department ensured that the study guides were delivered
directly to these schools via courier and the proofs of delivery noﬁcaons conﬁrmed receipt by the
schools. The 79 treatment schools were then compared with 239 control group schools. This kind of design
allowed the programme managers to esmate the causal impact of the Mind The Gap study guides in each
subject. The theory of change underpinning the impact evaluaon is as follows:
1. A cost-eﬀecve randomised control trial design can establish a reliable
sample set to esmate the causal impact of the Mind the Gap study guides.
2. The Mind the Gap study guides are delivered to schools.
3. School managers distribute Mind the Gap study guides to learners.
4. Learners use Mind the Gap study guides to prepare for the Grade 12
Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate exams.
5. The examinaons for the four subjects Accounng, Economics, Geography
and Life Sciences are well designed.
6. The learners’ core knowledge and skills are increased by the Mind the Gap study guides
as is reﬂected in their wring of their examinaons.
7. The impact of the Mind the Gap study guides is demonstrated in learners’
results from the Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate examinaons.
8. The results of the impact evaluaon inform the systemic planning of intervenons designed to
improve learner performance.
The ﬁndings of the Mind the Gap impact evaluaon are presented in detail in part two of this report.
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PART TWO
The Impact Evaluaon of Phase 1 Mind the Gap Study Guides:
Evidence from a Randomised Experiment
2.1 Introducon to Part Two
The Mind the Gap study guides were wrien by four subject teams comprising teachers, examiners, curriculum
oﬃcials and academics. The study guides were designed to be eﬀecve for self-study without requiring a
teacher to mediate content. Item response analysis was used to idenfy speciﬁc concepts and skills that
are most frequently incorrect and to target these in the Mind the Gap study guides. The study guides use
simple explanaons to clarify key terminology and content. In addion, the guides orientate learners to the
examinaon requirements by drawing on the oﬃcial Grade 12 Examinaon guidelines and through providing
examples of speciﬁc quesons from previous examinaon papers and their memos.
The Mind the Gap study guides were not intended to replace textbooks, but were designed to fulﬁl a
diﬀerent purpose which would be complementary to textbook use. This intervenon can be seen as part of
a broader policy emphasis within the DBE in the last few years on providing materials speciﬁcally targeted
to schools in poor communies. A major intervenon since 2011 involves the distribuon of colour-printed
workbooks for literacy and numeracy to all learners in Grades R to Grade 9. Ironically, this emphasis on
materials has overlapped with extensive media crique of textbook delivery, prompted by speciﬁc delivery
problems experienced in the Limpopo province in 2012. However one looks at it, learning support materials
are currently receiving much aenon in South Africa.
Despite the intenons of oﬃcial policies and funding norms, school-based surveys indicate that access to
textbooks in South Africa is errac. For example, the School Monitoring Survey of 2011 indicates around 72%
of Grade 6 learners having access to a mathemacs textbook, with a ﬁgure of 90% for Grade 12. Previous
surveys such as the SACMEQ 2007 survey and the NSES survey of 2009 suggest even lower access. Low access
to school resources such as textbooks reﬂects ineﬃciencies in delivery, as well as non-existent or poorly
managed inventories and retrieval systems at the school level.
The majority of schools in poor communies can therefore be characterised as having limited access to
learning materials and incomplete curriculum coverage. Furthermore, learners in these schools typically lack
home-based support in the forms of addional learning resources such as books and computers and tutors or
parents who can assist with school work. Therefore, an addional resource such as the Mind the Gap study
guides can be expected to provide a valuable secondary site of learning acquision for these learners. With
the high-stakes Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate exams close at hand, learners may well have a stronger movaon
than ever to use available learning materials. This reinforces the theory of change underlying the Mind the
Gap intervenon presented in Part One of this report.
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However, the local and internaonal economics of educaon literature is not parcularly opmisc about the
impact of addional resources on educaonal achievement. Hanushek (2002) argues that input-based educaon
policies around the world have failed to produce any systemac improvement in achievement. According to
Hanushek, the more eﬀecve avenues for improving achievement have proven to be aspects of teacher quality
that are unrelated to resources and policies that change the incenves facing teachers. Kremer, Brannen and
Glennerster (2013: 297), discussing 30 experimental studies of educaonal intervenons in developing countries,
conclude that, “despite very low levels of resources, providing more-of-the-same educaonal inputs without
changing pedagogy or accountability typically has very limited impact on test scores”.
Similarly, addional school resources have generally not been found to have substanal eﬀects on school
performance in South Africa. Van der Berg (2008) proposes that the eﬀecveness of resources appears to be
condional on the managerial eﬃciency of schools to convert resources into outcomes. Most large-scale school
surveys provide weak measures of school management thus restricng esmaon of this noon. The NSES
survey contained a richer than usual amount of informaon on school management and teacher pracces.
Using this data, Taylor (2011) highlights several indicators of eﬀecve management that are signiﬁcantly
associated with learner achievement in mulvariate educaon producon funcons. One of these indicators
is the quality of inventories for learning support materials. Schools with inventories that were evidently in
operaonal use performed beer, ceteris paribus.
Despite the wide use of study guides around the world, there is lile evidence regarding the impact of
study guides on learning. Horton and Lovi (e.g. 1989) and their collaborators conducted several smallscale experiments in the United States during the 1980s to invesgate the impact of study guides. Horton
and Lovi (1989: 447) found that study guides, by extracng the main ideas from text material, can be an
eﬀecve remedial intervenon for students with poor reading ability. Their research indicated that study
guides beneﬁted learners with learning disabilies, those with learning deﬁcits, and regular learners.
Glewwe, Kremer and Moulin (2007:1) point out that even those scepcal about the beneﬁts of spending more
on educaon are oen opmisc about the impact of certain non-teacher inputs such as textbooks. However,
such opmism has been based mainly on priors and on esmates from retrospecve studies using observaonal
data which may be biased if the correlaon between textbook availability and learner performance is actually
driven by other aspects of school quality. Lockheed and Hanushek (1988), for example, in their review of
four retrospecve studies focusing on textbooks, observe that signiﬁcant and large eﬀects were obtained in
all four studies. Similarly, Heyneman, Farreland and Sepulveda-Stuardo (1978), Fuller (1986) and Fuller and
Clarke (1994) all observed signiﬁcant eﬀects of textbooks in the majority of studies they reviewed.
Experimental or quasi-experimental studies on textbooks are less common, although two of the earliest
Randomised Control Trials (RCT) in educaon involved textbooks. Jamison et al. (1981) conducted a
Randomised Control Trial in Nicaragua which found that workbooks improved ﬁrst grade Mathemacs
achievement by about a third of a standard deviaon. Heyneman, Jamison and Montenegro (1984) randomly
allocated textbooks to learners in Grades 1 and 2 in the Philippines. Twenty-six schools received one textbook
per learner, 26 more schools received one textbook for every two learners, and 52 schools served as a control
group. Both treatments improved test scores by a similar magnitude – about 0.4 standard deviaons.
1
2

SACMEQ stands for Southern and Eastern African Consorum for Monitoring Educaonal Quality.
NSES stands for the Naonal School Eﬀecveness Study, which was undertaken by JET Educaon Services between
2007 and 2009.
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More recently, the results of an RCT focusing on textbooks in Kenyan primary schools have been widely
disseminated. Glewwe et al. (2007) found that schools receiving textbooks did not perform signiﬁcantly
beer than the control group. They did, however, ﬁnd that textbooks improved performance at the higher
end of the student ability distribuon. Glewwe et al contend that most students were not suﬃciently ﬂuent
in English to beneﬁt from the textbooks, which were in English, and that this explains why the textbooks
only beneﬁted more advanced learners.3 Glewwe (2002), reﬂecng on the RCTs in Nicaragua, Philippines and
Kenya, suggests one other possible explanaon that would be consistent with all three experiments: it may
be that textbooks are only eﬀecve when teachers have been trained to use them.4
The South African literature on the eﬀect of textbooks is limited to analyses of observaonal data. Educaon
Producon Funcon analyses using PIRLS 2006 data have not found textbook availability to be a signiﬁcant
predictor of Grade 5 reading achievement (Taylor, 2010; Shepherd, 2011). Similarly, Taylor’s (2011) producon
funcon analysis of the NSES data indicated that textbooks were not signiﬁcantly associated with literacy or
numeracy in Grades 4 and 5. On the other hand, analysis of SACMEQ data has suggested a posive eﬀect of
good textbook access on reading achievement in Grade 6 but not on Mathemacs achievement. This ﬁnding
was obtained in analyses of the 2000 SACMEQ dataset (Gustafsson, 2007; Van der Berg, 2008) and of the 2007
SACMEQ dataset (Spaull, 2011). One possible explanaon for the emergence of a mixed picture from these studies
is that the available selecon of control variables may inﬂuence whether a signiﬁcant eﬀect is observed – a key
limitaon with observaonal data. The esmates in these studies may therefore be biased if textbook availability
in South Africa is endogenously determined: important unobserved school characteriscs such as management
eﬃciency may inﬂuence textbook access. Therefore, observed correlaons between textbook availability and
test scores may reﬂect unmeasured school eﬃciency rather than the causal impact of textbooks.
No rigorous impact evaluaon of study guides or textbooks has previously been conducted in South Africa.
One study randomly allocated Mathemacs workbooks (a hybrid between a textbook and an exercise book)
that were developed by a non-governmental organisaon to 21 primary schools and convenonal textbooks
to another 21 schools (Fleisch et al. 2010). Both groups improved test scores by a similar amount over the
treatment period, indicang that the two intervenons could not be disnguished. However, the lack of a
counterfactual (the outcome with no intervenon) means that the overall impact could not be measured.
The Mind the Gap study guides were developed during 2012 and were therefore not physically distributed
to all schools in the country. The guides were made available electronically on the Naonal Department of
Basic Educaon website and were physically distributed to certain underperforming districts in the Limpopo
and Eastern Cape provinces and to a lesser extent in the Western Cape, KwaZulu-Natal, Gauteng, Northern
Cape and Free State. The province of Mpumalanga was used to conduct a randomised control trial in which 79
schools received Mind the Gap study guides based on a computerised loery, leaving a control group of 239
schools. Each school selected into the treatment group received the guides for all four subjects: Accounng,
Economics, Geography and Life Sciences.
This research design allows one to esmate the causal impact of the Mind the Gap study guides in each subject.
While the primary interest in this experiment was to evaluate the impact of this new government programme,
3

Note that the impact of the Mind the Gap study guides should not have been substanally aﬀected by this factor, as
Grade 12 learners would have been exposed to English instrucon and materials for much longer.
4
The Mind the Gap study guides were not accompanied by teacher training and their use would almost certainly not
have been mediated by teachers.
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it has bearing on several other interesng research quesons. Can a relavely cheap support material that
is not mediated by a teacher improve performance in the Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate exam? Is the impact
of study guides the same across subjects? To the extent that we have informaon on learner and school
characteriscs, can we idenfy who beneﬁts most from such an intervenon?
The next secon explains the methodology of the experiment in greater detail and introduces the data that
was used for the evaluaon. Secon 3 reports the results from a number of esmaon strategies employed
to evaluate the impact of each of the four Mind the Gap study guides. This secon presents analysis of
overall impact, an invesgaon of whether the impact varied across diﬀerent types of learners and schools
(heterogeneous eﬀects), a simulaon to esmate what the overall eﬀect of the study guides might be on
the Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate pass rate if all candidates across the country received the guides; and various
placebo tests to assess how likely it is that the observed results are a peculiar artefact of the data rather than
a reﬂecon of a true impact. Secon 4 discusses the signiﬁcance of the ﬁndings for policy-making and for
research on the determinants of educaonal performance. Secon 5 concludes.

2.2 Data and Methodology
The available budget (funds for transport costs and the number of guides already printed) dictated that a
maximum of 79 schools could be chosen to receive Mind the Gap study guides within the impact evaluaon
component of the programme. The province of Mpumalanga was suitable for the purposes of conducng a
Randomised Control Trial given that this is a predominantly poor province and given prior commitments to
distribute the study guides to some school districts in several other provinces.
Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate registraons data collected by the Department of Basic Educaon by June provided
a sampling frame from which to select treatment and control schools. The sampling frame was restricted to
schools in Mpumalanga that had registered to write the exams in English. The laer restricon excluded a
small proporon of schools wring in Afrikaans, most of which would be more aﬄuent and beer-resourced
schools. The sampling frame was then further restricted to include only schools in which all four subjects
under evaluaon were oﬀered. Schools in which fewer than ﬁve candidates were registered for any of the
four subjects were then excluded. Schools in which more than 170 learners were registered for any of the four
subjects were also excluded. These restricons were imposed to improve the rao of stascal informaon
to the cost of distribuon. This process yielded a ﬁnal sampling frame of 318 schools.
Using a computerised loery, 79 schools were then randomly selected from these 318 schools to receive the
Mind the Gap study guides. This le a control group of 239 schools.5 Importantly, given the randomisaon,
there is no reason to expect the 79 treatment schools to be systemacally diﬀerent in any way from the
control schools. Therefore, aer allocang the study guides to the treatment schools, the control schools
provide a legimate esmate of the counterfactual – how the treatment schools would have performed had
they not received the study guides.
5

Using all the remaining schools in the sampling frame aﬀords extra stascal power when esmang whether
performance in the treatment group was stascally signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from performance in the control group.
Around each group’s esmate there is a conﬁdence interval. The size of this interval is a funcon of the number of
observaons – a large sample allows one to be surer of the esmate and therefore the conﬁdence interval will be
narrower. Therefore, a large sample of control schools will narrow that group’s conﬁdence interval thus decreasing
the chances that the conﬁdence intervals for the two groups will overlap when there truly was a diﬀerence in
performance. Since there was no cost associated with increasing the number of control schools, all 239 were included.
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Delays in the prinng process meant that it was only possible to deliver the study guides between the 24th
and the 28th of September, 2012. This was just less than one month before the ﬁrst examinaon amongst
the four Mind the Gap subjects (Accounng, 23 October) and about two months before the last (Economics,
21 November). The short period in which to use the study guides may have limited their potenal impact,
although it was precisely during this period that the guides might be expected to have maximum impact
and during which there is the strongest incenve to use them.
The distribuon of the study guides was successful. A private company couriered the books to the treatment
schools and proof of delivery notes were returned to the Department of Basic Educaon for all schools.
However, it is not possible to know to what extent school staﬀ distributed the study guides to learners or
to what extent learners actually used the material.
A minimal amount of treatment spillover into the control group might have occurred since electronic
versions of the study guides were available on the Department of Basic Educaon website from September.
However, in a poor and largely rural province such as Mpumalanga where most households do not have
internet connecvity it is unlikely that many learners would have downloaded the study guides. Moreover,
there was not a high degree of public awareness around the release of this new material.
No assessment costs were incurred in the evaluaon since outcome measures at the learner level for
all schools and for all subjects could be obtained from the Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate database. This
contributed to the extremely light nature of the treatment in the sense that there was no addional tesng,
no training accompanying the materials and no visits or monitoring by oﬃcials or ﬁeldworkers. Therefore,
one can conﬁdently rule out any potenal Hawthorne eﬀects (where the treatment group changes its
behaviour due to the extra aenon rather than the intervenon itself). There was absolutely no intrusion
into control schools and therefore no reason to expect any John Henry eﬀects (where the control group
changes its behaviour in response to the experiment).
Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate data for 2011 and 2012 was used to measure impact. While the schools are
the same across the two years, diﬀerent learners wrote the examinaon in each year. Therefore, two
esmaon strategies were used; one using data aggregated at the school level and treang it as a panel,
and one treang the data as two cross-secons at the learner level. Table 1 shows the numbers of learners
in treatment and control schools in each subject in 2011 and 2012. Note that individual learners are
duplicated as each writes several subjects, including some that are not on this list. The 10 subjects shown
here include the four Mind the Gap subjects and six other popular subjects that are used in some of the
analysis as a control and in several placebo tests. For both years and all subjects these learners were
grouped in 79 treatment schools and 239 control schools (though one control school was not found in
the 2011 data). Note that ‘treatment schools 2011’ is used when referring to 2011 characteris cs of those
schools that were treated in 2012 – no treatment occurred in 2011.
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Table 1: Number of learners in treatment and control schools by subject and year

Due to the randomisaon the idenﬁcaon of the causal impact of treatment is straigh orward. Firstly, for
each of the four Mind the Gap subjects the following regression model is esmated using Ordinary Least
Squares:
Yj = β0 + β1Tj + β2Xj + ξ j

(1)

where Yj is the mean score in school j in 2012 (endline) expressed in percentage scores, Tj is a dummy
equal to one if the school was in the treatment group receiving study guides, and Xj is a vector of school
level control variables. In the fully speciﬁed model Xj includes the mean score in school j in 2011 (baseline)
and the oﬃcial poverty quinle of the school.6 In one model the treatment dummy is interacted with the
baseline score in order to esmate whether the impact of study guides diﬀered according to the overall
level of school performance. In other models the outcome (Xj) is not the mean score but performance at
various percenles of scores within the school. In another model the outcome (Xj) is the school pass rate
in the NSC (not for a speciﬁc subject but overall).
Secondly, a triple-diﬀerence model is esmated using learner-level data for learners in treatment and control
schools, in 2011 and 2012, and for treated subjects and non-treated subjects. In this model, the subjects
that were not aﬀected by Mind the Gap form another control group. Although there is no reason to expect
it, this strategy is robust to the possibility that treatment schools experienced overall improvement in all
subjects relave to control schools. As a sensivity check this model was also esmated. The performance
of learner i in school j in year y for subject s is modelled as a funcon of being in a treatment school (T), the
subject (S, which equals one for the Mind the Gap subjects and zero for other subjects), the year (Y, which
equals one for 2012 and zero for 2011), interacons amongst all of these variables, and a vector of learner
and school characteriscs (Xij):
Y ijys = β 0 + β 1 dT + β 2 dY + β 3 dS + δ 0 dT.dY + δ 1 dT.dS + δ 2 dT.dY + δ 3 dY.dS + β 4 X ij + u

(2)

6

For the purposes of funding norms, schools in South Africa are categorised into ﬁve poverty quinles based on
community-level measures of socio-economic status.
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The OLS esmate δ3 is now the coeﬃcient of interest since it expresses the impact of being in a treatment
school in 2012 for a Mind the Gap subject, over and above any overall year-, subject- or group-speciﬁc
trends, and any year-subject-speciﬁc trends and any group-year-speciﬁc trends. δ3 can also be expressed
as follows, making clear the intuion of the triple diﬀerence (or “diﬀerence-in-diﬀerence-in-diﬀerence”):
(3)
where

denotes the mean score, Sx denotes subjects affected by Mind the Gap, Sz denotes subjects not

affected by Mind the Gap, T denotes treatment schools and C denotes control schools.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Baseline diﬀerences
Despite the strictly random allocaon of schools into treatment and control groups, the treatment group
scored slightly beer on baseline achievement in all four subjects. These diﬀerences were not stascally
signiﬁcant. In order to check whether the observed diﬀerences between the treatment and control groups
were unusual, ten new draws of treatment and control groups were conducted using the same sampling
frame and randomisaon procedure. Table 2 reports the diﬀerences (in percentage points) between
treatment and control groups for the actual draw as well as for the ten ‘placebo’ draws. Note that the
numbers reported in the table are the coeﬃcients on the ‘treatment’ dummy in an OLS regression predicng
2011 percentage scores based only on a treatment dummy. Evidently the diﬀerences between the actual
treatment and control groups are not unusually large. This provides assurance that the treatment and
control groups were well balanced.
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2.3.2 Overall impact of the Mind the Gap study guides on subject performance
Using Kernel Density curves, Figure 1 provides a descripve view of the endline scores for treatment
and control groups in each subject. These curves depict the proporons of learners (along the vercal
axis) who achieved speciﬁc scores (along the horizontal axis). Eyeballing these graphs suggests that
treatment and control schools had very similar distribuons of economics scores; treatment schools had
a marginally superior distribuon of accounng scores; and treatment schools had noceably superior
distribuons of Geography and Life Sciences scores. However, this inial descripon does not control for
baseline achievement and does not allow for conclusions about the stascal signiﬁcance of any apparent
diﬀerences.

Table 3 reports a ﬁrst set of regression esmates based on equaon (1) above, predicng school mean
achievement in 2012 based only on the treatment dummy. In the cases of Accounng and Economics
treatment schools performed slightly beer than non-treatment schools on average, but this diﬀerence was
not stascally signiﬁcant. However, the average scores in Geography and Life Sciences were signiﬁcantly
higher for treatment schools than for control schools.
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Controlling for the school poverty classiﬁcaon hardly changes the esmated coeﬃcients on the treatment
dummy. This is to be expected given the randomised allocaon into treatment and control groups. Table 4
reports these results.

Table 5 presents the main regressions for esmang the overall impact of the Mind the Gap study guides.
It is based on equaon (1) and controls for the poverty quinle as well as the school mean achievement in
2011 (baseline). The esmates on the treatment dummy are slightly lower than in Tables 3 and 4. This is
because the treatment schools scored marginally beer on baseline achievement. Controlling for baseline
therefore reduces the size of the esmated treatment coeﬃcient slightly. Nevertheless, the overall picture
is consistent with Tables 3 and 4: the impact of Mind the Gap study guides was not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from zero for Accounng and Economics, but was signiﬁcantly posive for Geography and Life Sciences. For
both these subjects, a posive impact was obtained at the 99% level of conﬁdence. The size of the impact
for both subjects was roughly two percentage points.
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The results of the triple-diﬀerence model, as explained using equaons (2) and (3), are presented in Table
6. The posive coeﬃcient on the ‘Year 2’ dummy indicates that on average, over all subjects and schools,
NSC scores were higher in 2012 than in 2011. Overall, those in treatment schools were not signiﬁcantly
beer-performing than those in control schools. All four of the Mind the Gap subjects were harder than
the average of the other six subjects combined. In 2011, treatment schools did not enjoy subject-speciﬁc
advantages over control schools in any of the four Mind the Gap subjects, as indicated by the non-signiﬁcant
coeﬃcients on the treatment-subject interacons. Accounng and Geography appear to have been at a
similar level of diﬃculty in 2011 and 2012, whereas performance in Economics was beer for all schools in
2012 and performance in Life Sciences was lower for all schools in 2012.
The triple interacon terms combining year, treatment school, and subject are the coeﬃcients of interest.
These indicate that there was no parcular eﬀect for being in a treatment school in 2012 in Accounng or
Economics. However, for those in treatment schools in 2012 there was a relave advantage in Geography
and in Life Sciences. This conﬁrms the earlier analysis demonstrang that Mind the Gap study guides did not
signiﬁcantly impact on performance in Accounng and Economics and that the guides did have a posive
impact on performance in Geography and Life Sciences. The size of the impact is roughly in the same order
of magnitude as in Table 5.
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2.3.3 Heterogeneous eﬀects
Two possible types of heterogeneity in the impact of the Mind the Gap study guides were explored. Firstly,
it was established using a variety of models and for all four subjects that the impact of the guides did not
diﬀer by gender. Secondly, the impact was allowed to vary with the baseline level of school performance.
Table 7 shows results from models where the treatment variable was interacted with the school mean
score in 2011 (baseline). The interpretaon of the various coeﬃcients is aided by the graphs in Figure 2
which show the predicted values from the models in Table 7.
As before, the results conﬁrm that Geography and Life Sciences guides had an overall impact on performance
while Accounng and Economics did not. However, the Geography guides appear to have had a greater
impact within schools with a relavely higher baseline achievement.
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For Accounng and Economics the esmated impact of the guides, though not stascally signiﬁcant,
also appears to have been slightly higher at higher levels of baseline scores. In fact, in one speciﬁcaon
(not reported here), in which schools with unusually large gains or losses between 2011 and 2012 were
excluded and in which only schools with a baseline of above 30% were included, a posive impact of 1.70
percentage points was obtained (signiﬁcant at the 90% level).7

7

Note that the adjustment for large gains and declines in school performance reduces the ostensibly negave impact
(in any case not stascally signiﬁcant) of the Economics guides at the low end of baseline scores.
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Taken together, these results suggest that beer-performing schools were able to beneﬁt more from the
study guides. However, due to the type of schools in Mpumalanga chosen for this experiment, these ‘beerperforming’ schools had mean scores in the region of 40% to 60%. Therefore, it is perhaps more meaningful
to say that very poorly funconing schools were less likely to beneﬁt from the guides. However, this ﬁnding
applies mainly to Geography. In Life Sciences the impact of the study guides was uniform throughout the
spectrum of school performance.
It would also be interesng to know whether the Mind the Gap study guides impacted equally on learners
at diﬀerent points in the within-class distribuon of performance. Since there was no learner-level baseline
measure, this is not possible to accurately esmate. However, one way to produce suggesve evidence is
to change the outcome of interest from the school mean score to the school score at speciﬁc percenles
in the performance distribuon. Table 8 reports the esmated coeﬃcients on the treatment dummy for
regressions with the outcome variable being the 10th percenle of achievement within a school, the 25th
percenle, the median, the 75th percenle and the 90th percenle, for each subject.
As before, no signiﬁcant impact of the study guides was observed in cases of Accounng and Economics,
and this applied irrespecve of the outcome measure used. Posive impacts were esmated for all models
for Geography and Life Sciences.
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Interesngly, in both of these subjects the size of the eﬀect increased systemacally as the outcome variable
was set at higher percenles in the performance distribuon. This would suggest that the study guides had
a greater impact for the stronger learners within each class.

2.3.4 Eﬀects on passing the matric examinaon
If the Mind the Gap study guides impacted on performance in Geography and Life sciences, then this should
translate into more Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate passes overall. For some learners an extra few percentage
points in the Geography or Life Sciences paper would have allowed them to pass that subject, and in some
of these cases passing that subject would have been the diﬀerence between aaining a Naonal Senior
Cerﬁcate and not. Esmang the eﬀect of the study guides on passing matric is not straigh orward, since
there will be spillover across the subjects as some learners would have taken more than one of these
four subjects. For instance, although the Economics study guides had no impact on Economics scores one
might observe a higher pass rate amongst Economics learners in treatment schools owing to the impact of
Geography or Life Sciences guides amongst those who took these subjects as well as Economics.
Therefore, a more appropriate model predicts the school pass rate only counng those learners who took
both Geography and Life Sciences. This model thus reﬂects the combined impact of receiving eﬀecve
study guides in two examinable subjects. Table 9 reports the results. Only 260 schools had learners taking
both Geography and Life Sciences. Amongst learners taking both subjects in these schools the impact
of receiving two eﬀecve study guides on aaining a Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate is esmated to be 6.5
percentage points. This large eﬀect is not unsurprising given the distribuon of scores.
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As Figure 1 illustrates, the bulk of learners have scores between about 25% and 40%. An increment of 2
percentage points in two subjects is therefore likely to be the diﬀerence between passing and failing for
many of these candidates.

A diﬀerent way of assessing the impact of the study guides on NSC passes is to consider what the eﬀect
would be on the naonal pass rate if guides were distributed at scale. To this end, a simulaon exercise
was conducted using Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate data for 2010 since this was a year in which no learners
received Mind the Gap. We assumed that only the Geography and Life Sciences study guides impact on
performance, and that those impacts are two percentage points in both cases. We then imputed an extra
two percentage points to each candidate in the 2010 dataset for each of these two subjects, as long as their
original mark was less than 80%.
According to our calculaons (which diﬀer slightly from oﬃcial NSC 2010 ﬁgures due to excluding certain
unusual candidates), 367 417 candidates passed matric in 2010 (a pass rate of 65.54%). Had learners who
took Geography and Life Sciences achieved two percentage points more than they did (as we predict the
Mind the Gap study guides would have caused) then 373 026 learners would have passed the NSC (a pass
rate of 66.54%). This means that 5 609 learners who did not pass matric in 2010 would have passed had
the Geography and Life Sciences study guides been distributed naonally.
Placebo tests
Several placebo tests were carried out in order to check the likelihood that the observed impacts of the study
guides were somehow an artefact of the data. The ﬁrst set of placebo tests involved randomly selecng
another 79 treatment schools and 239 control schools from the same sampling frame and then performing
the same regression models on these groups. The schools that actually did receive Mind the Gap study
guides would have been randomly distributed across the new ‘fake’ treatment and control groups and
there is therefore no reason to expect the treatment dummy to be associated with performance. This
procedure was repeated ten mes and the results for the main diﬀerence-in-diﬀerence models for each
subject are reported in Table 10.
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Of the 40 regressions that were carried out only one signiﬁcantly posive eﬀect was obtained, although
there were three signiﬁcant negave eﬀects. This is broadly in line with the expected frequency of type I
errors at given levels of stascal signiﬁcance.

A second set of placebo tests used the actual treatment and control groups but esmated the regression
models for other subjects not covered by Mind the Gap. Model 1 replicates Table 3, Model 2 replicates
Table 4 and Model 3 replicates the main diﬀ-in-diﬀ model as reported in Table 5. In the two models that do
not control for baseline achievement a spurious treatment eﬀect is observed for two subjects. However,
once the baseline is controlled there are no stascally signiﬁcant ‘impacts’ of being in a treatment school
for non-Mind the Gap subjects.
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A ﬁnal set of placebo tests predicted 2011 performance using 2010 performance as the baseline. Six models
were esmated for each Mind the Gap subject: the standard model predicng school mean score controlling
for quinle and baseline mean score as well as the models with the outcome being school performance
at various percenles of within-school achievement. In none of these models was a stascally signiﬁcant
coeﬃcient on treatment obtained.

The various placebo tests therefore provide assurance that the observed impacts of Mind the Gap study
guides on Geography and Life Sciences performance were not the result of a spurious data generang
process.

2.4 Discussion
The main ﬁndings of the study can be summarised as follows. The Mind the Gap study guides had no
observable impact on Accounng and Economics performance, but did posively and signiﬁcantly impact
on performance in Geography and Life Sciences. There was some evidence, mainly in the case of Geography,
that the impact was lower amongst seriously underperforming schools. Improvements in Geography and
Life Sciences achievement led to an increased probability of aaining a Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate.
The fact that there was an impact, albeit in two of the four subjects, is perhaps surprising given how light
an intervenon this was: no teacher training or awareness campaign accompanied the delivery of the
study guides to treatment schools; moreover, learners only had between one and two months to use the
guides before wring their ﬁnal exams. It is well known that the management of learning materials leaves
much to be desired in many South African schools, with reported cases of boxes remaining unopened in
storerooms and books geng lost throughout the course of a year. Therefore, the arrival of a new resource
at exactly the me in the school calendar when all energies are targeted toward the high-stakes Naonal
Senior Cerﬁcate examinaon may have provided the right incenve to make proper use of the guides.
This relates to an important interacon between policy intervenons and the exisng incenves facing
stakeholders: when the incenves facing stakeholders are strongly aligned to the goals of intervenons
these will be most eﬀecve.
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The ﬁndings in this study relate to several broad debates of policy and theorecal interest. Glewwe et
al. (2007: 27) suggest that the textbooks experiment in Kenya pointed to a curriculum mismatch in that
country: textbooks reﬂecng ambious curriculum requirements were only appropriate for the most
talented individuals. Similarly, Banerjee and Duﬂo (2011) argue that in many developing countries an
unintended negave consequence of ambious curricula is that the majority of learners fall behind. Despite
recent improvements and simpliﬁcaons in South Africa’s Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statements
(CAPS), naonal assessments demonstrate that across the grades, the majority of learners are performing
substanally below curriculum requirements. One possible implicaon of this study is that well-designed
study guides, which extract the core subject knowledge, can partly migate the unintended consequences
of an ambious curriculum in weakly performing schools.
This study also suggests that incremental improvements in educaonal performance are possible through
intervenons that do not involve teacher training or teacher mediaon. Given the strong determinisc
inﬂuence of learner socio-economic status and the central role of teachers (e.g. Hanushek, 2010), some
are pessimisc about the impact of isolated intervenons when these are not well integrated with deeper
instruconal and organisaonal reforms. Richard Elmore (1996: 25) argues that, “geng to scale with good
educaonal pracce requires nothing less than deliberately creang and reproducing alternaves to the
exisng ﬂawed instuonal arrangements and incenves structures”. While fundamental and substanal
systemic change no doubt does require this level of instuonal reform, other research indicates that
speciﬁc remedial intervenons that to some extent bypass exisng instuonal arrangements can lead
to incremental improvements. Banerjee et al. (2007) report on an RCT in India where remedial classes
administered by young women in the community signiﬁcantly improved basic literacy and numeracy
amongst primary school learners. Similarly, Banerjee et al. (2010) found that remedial reading camps run by
volunteer youth in India improved reading acquision. The Mind the Gap RCT provides another example of
a speciﬁc intervenon that improved performance without fundamentally reforming instruconal pracce
and instuonal arrangements.
The ﬁnding that, at least for Geography, the study guides had a larger impact on beer-performing
schools may relate to the ﬁnding, for instance by Van der Berg (2008), that addional resources in South
African schools maer condionally upon the quality of school management and overall funconality. It
is oen found in educaon producon funcon analyses that intervenons and resources which may be
intended to be pro-poor are more eﬀecve in more aﬄuent schools, perhaps because the success of these
intervenons is dependent on other capabilies and the accountability structures within schools. It may
well be that well-managed schools with a greater academic emphasis eﬀecvely distributed the study
guides to learners and more acvely promoted their use.
The fact that two of the study guides had an observable impact and two did not, despite the same delivery
procedures, should cauon against simplisc ‘binary’ views on whether resources such as study guides or
textbooks maer. For example, the ﬁndings of the inﬂuenal textbooks RCT in Kenya (Glewwe et al. 2007)
should not be categorically interpreted as evidence that textbooks do not improve performance in African
countries. The contextual caveats regarding language proﬁciency of pupils and curriculum mismatching
must be given due consideraon. Moreover, as Bold et al. (2012) demonstrate, the quality of treatment
implementaon in RCTs can play a strong role in determining whether an impact is observed. This study
demonstrates that even when implementaon is exactly the same, impact can vary across subjects.
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Yet the burning queson remains: why did the Geography and Life Sciences guides have an impact but not
the Accounng or Economics guides? This study cannot conclusively answer this queson, but one can think
of several plausible hypotheses. The ﬁrst possible explanaon is that the quality may have diﬀered across
the guides. Separate teams of experts were involved in each subject so the possibility cannot be ruled out.
However, there is no prior reason to expect this given the similar and extensive processes of materials
development by teams of teachers, examiners, curriculum oﬃcials and academics. Related to the noon
of quality, is the possibility that the four study guides may have diﬀered in the extent to which the core
subject knowledge extracted for the guides matched the items included in the ﬁnal examinaons.
A second possibility is that contextual factors predisposed Geography and Life Sciences to beneﬁt from
study guides but were diﬀerent for Accounng and Economics. For example, study guides may have diﬀerent
eﬀects depending on the availability and quality of exisng materials in the speciﬁc subjects. For example,
the Geography Mind the Gap guides contained mapwork materials, something which is crucially important
yet parcularly scarce in many poorly-resourced schools. Secondly, the nature of the course content and
type of learning may diﬀer across these subjects in ways that are more or less suitable to a study guide
intervenon. For example, the Life Sciences guides had extensive blank scienﬁc diagrams, such as of
the human eye or brain, on which to pracce labelling. In contrast, there are arguably fewer modes of
represenng knowledge in Economics, with the result that the guide may have been rather congested with
many abstract concepts.
What can be concluded about the magnitude of the observed impacts and the expectaons in scaling up
this intervenon? Amongst the 318 schools in Mpumalanga used for this study, the standard deviaon of
8
pupil performance was 15.1 percentage points for Life Sciences and 14.4 percentage points for Geography.
Therefore, the coeﬃcient in the main regression for Geography of 1.94 translates into an impact of 13.5%
of a standard deviaon, while the coeﬃcient for Life Sciences of 2.17 translates into an impact of 14.4%
of a standard deviaon. A widely used rule of thumb is that a year of learning amounts to between 40%
and 50% of a standard deviaon. Viewed in this light, the impact of the Geography and Life Sciences study
guides was large: providing learners with a study guide lead to an increase in learning roughly equivalent to
a third of a year of schooling. While this casts a favourable light on the Mind the Gap intervenon, the fact
that this sort of ‘slack in the rope’ exists, points to serious deﬁciencies in teaching and learning in South
African schools.
The true impact on those learners who actually used the Mind the Gap study guides was most probably
signiﬁcantly larger than the average treatment eﬀects of about 2 percentage points. Suppose that of the
100% of study guides produced and delivered to schools only 80% actually reach teachers. Then suppose
only 60% are handed out to learners and 40% of learners actually end up using the books. Because of this
arion eﬀect, the true impact on those using the books is no doubt larger than 2 percentage points.
The Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate result simulaon demonstrated that the expected increase in the
naonal matric pass rate associated with a naonal distribuon of Geography and Life Sciences guides is
approximately one percentage point. However, amongst those individuals taking both these subjects the
increase in the pass rate is esmated to be about 6.5 percentage points.
8

Naonally, the standard deviaon is only slightly larger. For Geography it is about 15 percentage points and for Life
Sciences it is about 18 percentage points.
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The impact of distribung eight subject-speciﬁc study guides in the future is arguably likely to be nearer
to the higher esmate. With eight guides available in the main subjects it is likely that learners will each
receive at least two guides, perhaps as many as four. If one assumes that on average each learner receives
an eﬀecve study guide in two subjects, then the impact on the Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate pass rate may
be in the region of 6.5%. It remains debatable whether the esmate of a one percentage point increase in
the pass rate (assuming only Geography and Life Sciences guides have an impact) is more relevant than the
esmate of 6.5 percentage points (assuming that all pupils have access to two eﬀecve guides).
This is an enormous impact given the low cost of this intervenon. The unit cost per study guide (reﬂecng
materials development, prinng and distribuon) is esmated to be R41,82. Using a technique from
Kremer, Brannen and Glennerster (2013), it is possible to esmate how many standard deviaons of test
score improvement could be generated per $100 invested in the study guide intervenon. This comes to
3.04 standard deviaons per $100, which expressed on a logarithmic scale is 20.9.9 This places Mind The
Gap study guides amongst the ﬁve most cost-eﬀecve intervenons out of the 15 intervenons for which
Kremer et al. (2013: 298) calculated this value.
One potenal cricism of this intervenon is that it may not produce a sustained improvement in skills
but only help learners prepare for a speciﬁc examinaon. There may be an element of truth in this, but
even so, the ability to prepare for an examinaon is an important skill and one which is no doubt beer
taught in South Africa’s top-performing schools. Therefore, one might argue that a study guide can partly
oﬀset the arﬁcial diﬀerence in Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate results reﬂecve of beer guidance rather than
underlying skill. Moreover, through increasing the probability of passing the NSC, the Mind the Gap study
guides helped learners in what is an important step towards labour market success.
It is important for policy-makers to realise that intervenons such as this, and similarly the DBE workbooks
intervenon which provides workbooks to all learners in Grades R to 9, should not be viewed as blanket
intervenons. Rather, certain grade or subject-speciﬁc materials may be more or less eﬀecve than others
due either to quality diﬀerences or contextual factors.
In parcular, materials should connuously be revised to ensure relevant and high quality products. This is
especially relevant when materials are centrally developed rather than in the private sector. Evaluaons,
such as that conducted by the Australian Council for Educaonal Research on the Department of Basic
Educaon workbooks, are therefore important contribuons.

9
A rand dollar exchange rate of 0.11 (as at 8 May 2013) was used. As per the earlier discussion, it was esmated that
each Geography and Life Sciences study guide led to a test score improvement of 0.14 standard deviaons.
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2.5 Conclusion
This impact evaluaon of Mind the Gap study guides represents one example of good impact evaluaon
pracce in government. Similar evaluaons of speciﬁc programmes can be accomplished at fairly low cost
if there is co-ordinaon between programme managers and evaluaon experts, especially if this occurs
prior to programme roll-out. Randomised Control Trials are a fair way to distribute resources when there
is a budget constraint and when doing any pilong exercise, and they provide the most robust measures
of impact. They can be expensive but when outcomes data, such as naonal examinaons data, already
exists the cost is substanally lower. Even when an RCT is not possible, such as when a programme is in full
scale operaon, other quasi-experimental techniques can somemes be employed with a lile creavity.
These techniques include the seng of a clear policy rule to determine who the recipients of intervenons
should be (allowing Regression Disconnuity Techniques to be used), encouraging or incenvising certain
randomly chosen groups to parcipate in an available intervenon (thus construcng an Instrumental
Variable), or merely keeping accurate administrave records of who received intervenons at which me
(allowing standard diﬀerence-in-diﬀerence techniques to be used).
The momentum towards greater use of impact evaluaons is slowly building within the South African
Government. The Department of Performance Monitoring and Evaluaon (DPME) in the Presidency, for
example, has established a Naonal Evaluaon Policy Framework and a Naonal Evaluaon Plan through
which it is encouraging all government departments to conduct rigorous evaluaons of their main
programmes. Even when the cost of an evaluaon is high, the costs of the overall programme are usually
exponenally greater. The lessons from evaluaons therefore typically easily jusfy the costs. Government
budgeng should increasingly priorise this, rather than relying primarily on donor funding for this
important acvity.
A primary conclusion of this report is that the Mind the Gap programme can be expected to signiﬁcantly
impact on the performance of NSC candidates. The fact that two study guides did improve performance
indicates that the basic intervenon design can accomplish its intended purposes. However, the fact
that two guides did not noceably improve performance illustrates that well-designed intervenons can
somemes not have the intended impact when certain contextual or epistemological factors prevent this.
Rigorous impact evaluaon can help dispel the myth that ostensibly well-designed intervenons must
surely be eﬀecve and can alert policy-makers to cases where barriers to eﬀecveness may exist.
This experiment using study guides also has bearing on the literature on textbooks and as well as school
resources more generally. It indicates that addional learning support materials can be a cost-eﬀecve
means to improve learner achievement.
The ﬁnding of greater impact within relavely well-performing schools is consistent with other literature
arguing that resources maer condionally upon school management (Van der Berg, 2008). The ﬁnding
that study guides shied achievement most at the high end of the within-class distribuon is consistent
with other ﬁndings that textbooks help high ability learners most (Glewwe et al. 2007).
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The results of this study raise several interesng quesons. Why did the Geography and Life Sciences
guides impact on performance but Accounng and Economics guides did not? It is not possible to answer
this queson in the present study, but this result does suggest that impact may be dependent on parcular
contextual or epistemological features. The existence of other available material may diﬀer across subjects
and this may determine the impact of new materials. Secondly, the types of skills required in diﬀerent
subjects may diﬀer in ways that inﬂuence whether a study guide is an eﬀecve tool for improving those
skills. A variaon of this possibility is that certain types of learning can be enhanced in a short space
of me through the use of a study guide but that other types of learning are less responsive to a short
intense treatment. Finally, this study illustrates that even when the treatment implementaon is essenally
idencal, there can be diﬀerent results across subjects. Therefore, inﬂuenal Randomised Control Trials on
textbooks must be interpreted with sensivity to their context rather than taken as simplisc answers to
quesons such as, “Do textbooks maer?” Future studies should aim to illuminate the condions necessary
for intervenons, such as addional materials, to impact on learning.
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The Way Forward
This intervenon realised its aim to improve the performance of Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate candidates by
orientang them to the examinaon requirements, providing extensive opportunies for pracce while
clearly explaining core knowledge and skills in the four subjects: Accounng, Economics, Geography and
Life Sciences (in both English and Afrikaans). The study guides would appear to be assisng Grade 12
learners to ‘mind the gap’ between failing and passing the Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate (NSC) examinaon.
The Department of Basic Educaon has successfully distributed 320 697 print versions of Mind the Gap study
guides in 2012; and the website downloads from 29 October 2012 to 4 March 2013 totalled 59 786; and
downloads have connued through 2013 and at last calculaon on 30 August 2013 totaled 171 761 downloads.
This popular uptake suggests that the study guides are hing the mark, inving us to beer understand how
the study guides were developed.
All texts are shaped by social condions that inform the processes of producon. For Mind the Gap this
involved ﬁnding ways of deparng from oridinary publishing processes and producon cycles in the
interests of me: the team only had four months to originate, produce, print and distribute the four subject
study guides in two languages. It has been argued in this report that the re-engineering of the materials
development processes of producon proved to be signiﬁcant and created the condions for ordinary
innovaon. A visual depicon of the components of ordinary innovaon in educaon and the premises
informing the theory of change underpinning the materials development processes and the impact
evaluaon are presented in a composite diagram below.
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8. The impact evaluation of the study
guides using a randomised experiment
informs our understanding of the
materials as a resource for improving
learner performance.

6. Afrikaans translators of the guides
are able to competently avoid losing
meaning and mediation in their
reception of adaptation processes.
.
7. The study guides are self-study,
stand alone support for underperforming learners; and can be
accessed from direct distribution
through schools and / or downloaded
from the national department’s website:
http://www.education.gov.za.

5. Content writers and production team
creatively collaborate to articulate and
present accessible core knowledge
and skills to learners.

4. Expert readers draw on their expertise
and experience to revise the study
guides; content writers acknowledge
the limits of their knowing and are
receptive to input from subject-peers.

3. Heterogeneous groups of professionals
with specialist knowledge and
experience collaborate to produce and
synthesise core knowledge in a dialogic
space and in concentrated time frames.

2. Synchronistic processes of all
knowledge workers − writing, designing,
editing and illustration.

1. Diagnostic assessments of
learner performance.

Theory of Change
informing the materials
development process

Mind the Gap:
An Example of Ordinary Innovation in Education

Diagram 4: Mind the Gap: An example of ordinary innovaon in educaon

8. The results of the impact evaluation
inform the systemic planning of
interventions designed to improve
learner performance.

7. The impact of the Mind the Gap study
guides is demonstrated in learners’
results from the National Senior
Certiﬁcate examinations.

6. The learners’ core knowledge and
skills are increased by the Mind the
Gap study guides as is reﬂected in
their writing of their examinations.

5. The examinations for the four subjects
Accounting, Economics, Geography
and Life Sciences are well designed.

4. Learners use Mind the Gap study
guides to prepare for the Grade 12
National Senior Certiﬁcate exams.

3. School managers distribute Mind
the Gap study guides to learners.

2. The Mind the Gap study guides are
delivered to schools.

1. A cost-effective randomised control
trial design can establish a reliable
sample set to estimate the causal
impact of the Mind the Gap study
guides.

Theory of Change
informing the impact
evaluation

Through a shared commitment to providing an evidence base for policy intervenons, Dr Granville While
(the Programme Chief Director), Dr Patricia Watson (Director of Mind the Gap materials development), the
assessment, curriculum and classroom-based professionals with subject experse from provinces, districts
and schools and Dr Stephen Taylor (Evaluaon expert) collaborated to make the materials development
process and the impact evaluaon of Mind the Gap possible.
This system-wide collaborave project is an example of how materials producon processes can inform our
understanding of ordinary innovaon in educaon; and how the impact of the learning materials produced
through such a process can be measured. Through the right sequencing of programme roll-out a credible
impact evaluaon was achieved at a low cost relave to the overall programme cost.
The formal impact evaluaon using a randomised control trial demonstrated the following:
1. There was no observable impact on performance in Accounng and Economics. Various reasons
may exist for this result: the availability of other materials may diﬀer across subjects and this may
determine the impact of new materials. Alternavely, it is possible that certain types of learning can
be enhanced in a short space of me through the use of a study guide but that other types of learning
are less responsive to a short intense intervenon.
2. Mind the Gap study guides posively and signiﬁcantly impacted on performance in Geography and Life
Sciences. Learner improvements in these two subjects led to an increased probability of candidates
aaining a Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate.
3. For Geography, students in beer-performing schools gained more from the guides than students
in low-performing schools. This may relate to other research showing that the impact of addional
school resources depends on overall school funconality and management.
4. Distribung the Geography and Life Sciences study guides at scale (as is happening in 2013) is predicted
to increase the overall Naonal Senior Cerﬁcate pass rate by approximately one percentage point.
5. The low unit cost of Mind the Gap makes this a highly cost-eﬀecve intervenon. The unit cost per
study guide (reﬂecng material development, prinng and distribuon) is esmated to be R41,82. A
cost-beneﬁt analysis was undertaken by calculang the size of the impact on learner achievement per
$100 spent and comparing this ﬁgure to other educaonal intervenons from around the world that
have been tested using randomised control trials. Mind The Gap turned out to be amongst the top ﬁve
cost-eﬀecve intervenons out of 15 that were considered.
The Mind the Gap processes of materials producon stand as an example of ordinary innovaon in educaon
and conﬁrm the potenal impact of high quality learning materials, something which has been priorised
by the naonal Department of Basic Educaon in recent years as demonstrated by the Workbook iniave.
This evidence also points to the importance of reviewing materials development processes and outputs,
as well as how these are used by learners, since their eﬀecveness may vary from tle to tle and may
depend on contextual and/or epistemological factors.
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The primary conclusion of this report is that the Mind the Gap intervenon can be expected to signiﬁcantly
impact on the performance of matric candidates going forward. The fact that two study guides did
improve performance in Mpumalanga provides solid evidence that the materials development process
can accomplish its intended purposes. The impact evaluaon thus provides a clear policy warrant for
expanding the Mind the Gap intervenon to scale, so that in 2013 all candidates registered for the four
Mind the Gap subjects in all nine provinces receive the study guides. This ﬁnding also supports the ongoing
development of more subjects. In 2013, the naonal department has commied to the development of
Mind the Gap study guides for Grade 12 aligned with the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statements
(CAPS) for English First Addional Language, Mathemacal Literacy, Mathemacs and Physical Science.
There is also a commitment to CAPS align the phase one tles and ensure that they are also available in
Braille, as well as exploring ways to support learner collaboraon and the development of teachers’ core
subject knowledge. The phase two Mind the Gap outputs will be ready for uptake by the educaon system
in 2014.
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